Student Success Subcommittee Meeting
Office of Student Standards & Conduct Conference Room (Heth 207)
9-10AM - 5 December 2016

Agenda

- Any thoughts on what we should do moving forward?

- We discussed further exploring three areas-
  o Defining what student success is for Radford University
  o Identifying what the barriers to student success are
  o Coming up with strategies to increase success

- The first two must be devised before the third can be addressed
  o Do we want to break into two groups, each looking at one of the first two areas

    OR

    o we can address/outline the first area and then move on to the second and then to
      the third (can break into smaller groups to do this, but each group would be
      working on same issue)

- Readings- After we define each of these areas for ourselves and then look at the
  readings

- Student focus groups
  o I think we need to set up focus groups of students for at least the first two areas
    (defining student success and identifying barriers)
  o Set up early in spring

- Any further thoughts??